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Abstract 

 

The Vanishing Guesthouse: Admonition and Asceticism in the poetry of 

Naz̤īr Akbarābādī 

 

 

Hamza Muhammad Iqbal, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2018 

 

Supervisor: Syed Akbar Hyder 

 

Abstract: This essay considers and then addresses the treatment of the eighteenth 

century Urdu poet Naz ̤īr Akbarābādī within the Urdu poetics tradition. The essay identifies 

and then analyzes the themes of admonition (`ibrat) and asceticism in the poetry of Naz ̤īr 

who is often reduced to the status of merely a bāzārī awāmmi shā`ir (a market or a 

commoner‘s poet) and who lacks sophistication of thought or intellectual depth and 

therefore not given his due consideration in the Urdu ‗canon‘. In carrying forth the 

aforementioned aim, the paper shall not rely on a linear or a chronological trajectory of of 

Naz̤īr‘s poetry (which really is not exactly traceable anyway). Instead the concern will be 

more or less on upholding the topical focus of the essay which is of addressing Naz ̤īr‘s image 

as a poet especially in the light of diversity of themes that are manifest in his oeuvre and 

which have been and continue to be unjustifiably ignored by critics and editors from Naz ̤īr‘s 

own time to present day. 
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The Vanishing Guesthouse: Admonition and Asceticism in the poetry of Naz ̤īr Akbarābādī 

Naz̤īr Akbarābādī (1735-1830) is undoubtedly one of the most vibrant and versatile poets 

ever to write in Urdu and yet he continues to be treated by many critics and editors from his own 

time (i.e. eighteenth century) to present day merely as a bāzārī awāmmi shā`ir (a market or a 

commoner‘s poet); a poet who lacks much sophistication of thought or intellectual depth. The aim 

of this essay is to precisely challenge such reductionist categorization of Naz̤īr by considering some 

of his poetic creations that are packed with themes of admonition (`ibrat) and asceticism and, 

therefore, to propose a way to regard Naz ̤īr as a poet who assumes a rather unique figure of an 

‗ascetic‘ as will be evident from his poetry which is deserving of prolonged, serious, and unbiased 

reflection due to its substance and multifariousness. To achieve this aim, this essay, for 

methodological purposes, shall take the Fanonian approach that is of being ―derelict‖ from ―its 

methodological point of view.‖ As Fanon (p. 5, 2008) in Black Skin White Masks says of such ‗formal 

requirements‘, ―I leave methods to the botanists and the mathematicians. There is a point at which 

methods devour themselves.‖ And therefore, for us to not be devoured by them we leave methods 

aside – if only momentarily – and instead begin with introducing here the theme or maẓmūn (topos) 

of `ibrat which is one that we find prominently in Naz ̤īr‘s poetry.  

` 
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`Ibrat as an Idea 
 

In this false world, we guard our lives with our deaths. 
      (Oloomi, p. 2, 2018). 

Many maẓāmīn (topics, themes) have been categorically identified, engaged and critically 

analyzed in the larger Urdu poetic discourse but the idea of ‗`ibrat‘ or ‗admonition‘ – in spite of its 

noteworthy recurrence in popular works – remains somewhat neglected. It is important, however, to 

explore the idea of ‗`ibrat‘ which is often invoked in masnavīs (narrative poems) and mars̤iyas (elegies) 

in the Urdu poetic discourse, but – and as we shall see – is identifiable in many naz̤ms or musaddas 

and shě`rs (verses) of g ̠azals within the Urdu literary universe as well. The working translation for the 

idea or the concept of ‗`ibrat‘ that we shall work with will be ‗admonition‘ because it captures the 

essence of what this essay will be about. But as Walter Benjamin very rightly reminds us, ―the task of 

the translator consists in finding the particular intention toward the target language, (Benjamin, p. 

258, 2004),‖ therefore I shall foreground the context and appropriate intention of the word `ibrat for 

this essay from a context that comes from a Text out of which many other contexts that feature 

within the universe of Urdu poetics come. That Text is, of course, the Islamic Scripture or the 

Qur‘ān.  

Chapter 79 of the Qur‘ān titled Al-Nazi’at (The Soul-Snatchers) recounts the anecdote of 

Moses going to the Pharaoh with God‘s word. When the Pharaoh is shown the sign by the Prophet 

which he denies, he goes to his own people and proclaims, ‗I am your supreme Lord.‘ He then is 

―smote with the scourge of the life to come, and of this life.‖ And, says God, ―Surely in this there is 

a lesson (`ibrat) for the God-fearing (Dawood, p. 583, 2014).‖1 This is one sense of the intention 

whereby we wish to make use of the word `ibrat as it is mentioned in the Qur‘ānic language.  

                                                 
1 Fa'arāhu Al-'Āyata Al-Kubraá Fakadhdhaba Wa `Aşaá Thumma 'Adbara Yas`aá Faĥashara Fanādaá Faqāla 'Anā Rabbukumu 
Al-'A`laá Fa'akhadhahu Allāhu Nakāla Al-'Ākhirati Wa Al-'Ūlaá 'Inna Fī Dhālika La`ibratan Liman Yakhshaá. Qur‘ān 
79:20-26. I use the Penguin translation by N.J. Dawood of the Qur‘ān throughout this essay. 
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  The other sense, however similar, that we shall employ comes from a saying of Imam Ali 

who is considered – according to Shia Islam – the first Imam or successor to Muhammad. In his 

sermon on ‗Death and taking lessons from it‘, the Imam says, ―If you could see that has been seen 

by those of you who have died, you would be puzzled and troubled. Then you would have listened 

and obeyed; but what they have seen is yet curtained off from you. Shortly, the curtain would be 

thrown off. You have been shown, provided you see and you have been made to listen provided you 

listen, and you have been guided if you accept guidance. I spoke unto you with truth. You have been 

called aloud by (instructive) examples [الِعَبُر] and warned through items full of warnings. After the 

heavenly messengers (angels), only man can convey message from God (al-Rad ̣i ̄, Sharif, Muh ̣ammad 

ibn al-Ḥusayn and Jafery, 1984, p.146).‖2 

Finally, the most prominent lyrical genre of classical Persian and Urdu, the g̠azal, heeds the 

devotional discourses of the Qur‘ān and the Imams; hence, it is not surprising for it to resonate with 

the idea of ‗`ibrat‘ as we see it here in a beautiful g̠azal shě`r (couplet) by the ingenious contemporary 

poet Muneer Niyazi (1928-2006), 

Añkhoñ meiñ uḌ rahī hai luTī mahfiloñ kī dhuul  
`Ibrat -sarā-e-dahr hai aur ham haiñ dosto3 
   
  The dust from the ransacked assemblies is soaring into eyes 
  It is me and the admonition from the disappearing guest house, o friends! 

The three preceding instances wherein the word `ibrat is employed serve as examples of what 

will be referred to in this essay as a maẓmūn (topos) within Urdu poetics. The idea of `ibrat is 

overwhelmingly found in classical Urdu poetic tradition and it is safe to assume that it similarly 

featured in classical Persian and Arabic poetics as well. In any case, the Islamic Scripture (like other 

                                                 
2 The word [الِعَبُر] used in the original Arabic could be for both lessons and examples. 
3 Rekhta, ―ashk-e-rawan ki nahr hai aur hum hain dosto.‖ Rekhta. https://rekhta.org/ghazals/ashk-e-ravaan-kii-nahr-hai-
aur-ham-hain-dosto-muneer-niyazi-ghazals Accessed: 28th April 2018 

https://rekhta.org/ghazals/ashk-e-ravaan-kii-nahr-hai-aur-ham-hain-dosto-muneer-niyazi-ghazals
https://rekhta.org/ghazals/ashk-e-ravaan-kii-nahr-hai-aur-ham-hain-dosto-muneer-niyazi-ghazals
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Scriptures) has many such anecdotes and tales for its readers and followers to warn or caution about 

the ‗reality and finitude of existence‘, that all will perish and return to the Divine. Crucially, these 

stories also educate the audience, suggestively, about the ways it is best to conduct one‘s life‘s 

matters. The ‗`ibrat -nama‘ in Urdu poetics, however, does not necessarily categorically aim to achieve 

the latter by prescribing standards for human, but rather indicates the advisability or desirability of 

humbleness and humility in life‘s affairs. On the contrary human pride, arrogance, and the desire for 

power, and wealth – amongst other earthly material concerns – will all remain in this world and will 

be of no use after death. As Naz ̤īr Akbarābādī reminds us in one of his most prominent poems, 

Banjārā-nāmā (Chronicle of a Nomad), Sab ṭhāṭ  paṛā rah jāvegā jab lād chalegā banjārā which roughly 

translates to ‗all opulence will be left sedentary when the vagabond departs‘. The rest of the poem 

echoes this line‘s warning about the futility of accumulating material goods in terms of the spirit and 

the afterlife. 

` 
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Ibrat in Naz̤īr’s Maut 

As we saw above an expression by Naz ̤īr on our maẓmūn, let us consider a few band (stanzas) 

from a poem of his which is in the form of a musaddas that is titled Maut (Death). The form of the 

poem in musasddas is such that each stanza has three couplets or six lines in it meanwhile the last line 

of the third couplet here is constant throughout. Moreover, the opening couplet of a band in 

musaddas, generally speaking, is as such that it attempts to create a dramatic build up of an anecdote 

or an affair designed to make its audience curious. This build-up continues in the second couplet 

before the band – heightening anticipating – and concludes with the third couplet. At this point, the 

implied facts (or ideas) that are mentioned in the first two, it is implied, are established. Unlike the 

g̠azal genre wherein the particular order of couplets does not really matter and not does it matter if 

the speaker skips a couplet or two while reading.: in musaddas each band stands on its own and 

conveys something specific about the plot of the overall poem. Hence, it is considered unfitting to 

leave out any couplets when reciting them in the musaddas genre. A g̠azal couplet could even be a 

poem unto itself but a musaddas cannot be. For example, the first band of Naz̤īr‘s poem is: 

Dunyā meiñ apnā ji koī behlā ke mar gayā 
Dil tangiyoñ se aur koī uktā ke mar gayā 
`Āqil tha voh to āp ko samjhā ke mar gayā 

Be-’aql, ćhātī peṭ ke, ghabrā ke mar gayā 
Dukh pā ke mar gayā, koī sukh pā ke mar gayā 

Jītā rahā na koī, har ik ā ke mar gayā (Naz̤īr, p. 94, 2006). 
   
  In the world, after having to amuse himself someone died 
  Someone died of heart‘s griefs while another of dismay 
  If one was reasonable he made himself understand and died 
  The one without reason self-flagellated in fear and died 
  Someone died having attained sorrow, someone else having attained joy died 
  No one continued living, everyone came and then died 

We see in the first stanza as Naz ̤īr sets the premise of how everyone in humanity [one who is 

at peace from within, another who is overwhelmed with troubles of heart, and another who is wise 
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and understanding, yet another who is unwise and concurrently fearful, all of these along with all 

those who are in despair or joy, all of them] essentially does not continue living. Having come into 

existence, they ultimately perish or, rather, death overtakes them. While acknowledging that the 

binaries (such as wise and unwise) mentioned may be of significance while one exists on Earth, such 

qualities are inconsequential and powerless in the face of death: wisdom, or a lack thereof, cannot – 

essentially – alter the course of one‘s existence in this worldview. A magnificent shě`r from a g ̠azal of 

Żauq (1789-1854) – and quoted by Pritchett – articulates this in much similar vein: 

Laayī hayāt aaye qazā le chalī chale  

Apnī ḳhushī na aaye na apnī ḳhushī chale (Pritchett, p. 85, 1994). 
   
  Life brought me so I came, death took me away so I departed 
  Neither I came of my own accord, nor from my own volition I departed4 

The involuntariness or lack of choice in the processes of coming to life and ceasing to exist is 

conspicuous in both.5 

   Now let us consider another stanza by Naz ̤īr: 

Paṛh kar namāz, koī rahā pāk, bā-wuẓū 
Koī sharaab pi ke phirā mast kū-ba-kū 

Nā-pākī, pākī, maut ke ṭhahrī na rū-ba-rū 
Koī ibādatoñ se, muā ho ke surkh-rū 
Na-pāk, rū siyā bhī, paćtā ke mar gayā 

Jītā rahā na koī, har ik ā ke mar gayā (Naz̤īr, p. 94, 2006). 

                                                 
4 And in the same century, however continents apart, another great thinker remarks something quite similar, ―No one 
comes back from the dead; no one has come into the world without weeping. No one asks when one wants to come in; 
no one asks when one wants to go out (Kierkegaard, p. 26, 1987).‖ 
5 Certainly one could invoke here, and perhaps rightfully, the idea of suicide as one almost always has a choice when it 
comes to dying and also as Camus suggests in his provocative essay The Myth of Sisyphus, ―THERE is but one truly 
serious philosophical problem and that is suicide. Judging whether life is or is not worth living amounts to answering the 
fundamental question of philosophy. All the rest . . . comes afterwards (Camus, p. 11, 1979).‖ But as it should be clear 
even if not immediately obvious, by saying what he says, Żauq is not discounting the fact that one can choose death or 
to die at a certain time. The choice is not between choosing to die at a certain time of one‘s own accord; rather it is 
choosing not to die at all i.e. we may be able to choose our time of departure, depart, however, we have to come what 
may. That lack of choice is what makes death involuntary. Also, in the classical poetic world of Urdu, death is 
overwhelmingly present, however, suicide is not and this may also have to do with the idea of suicide generally being 
frowned upon in the Islamic belief system.  
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  Having to worship, someone remained pure, abluted 
  While someone else drank wine and roamed ecstatically corner to corner 
  Impurity, purity, did not however stand in front of Death 
  Some rueful after becoming prosperous through prayers 
  And the other impure, becoming black-faced with regrets too died 
  No one continued living, everyone came and then died 

This stanza is particularly intriguing as Naz ̤īr begins by drawing a contrast between the pious, prayer 

offering individual and the other who is allegedly neglectful of these and instead gives himself away 

to ‗vices‘ such as consumption of wine with the resultant drunkenness implying that at least 

seemingly there is a marked difference between the two. However, this binary of purity, or lack 

thereof, dissolves in the face of Death just as wisdom fails to prove victorious elsewhere in the 

poem. One may be prosperously pious and the other ‗impure‘ and regretful but both shall perish 

nonetheless. The questions of leading a libertine life in general and consuming wine in particular 

remain historically vital within the ‗Islamic‘ discourse(s) – as is visible in Shahab Ahmed‘s (1966-

2015) lengthy discussion on the topic in his manuscript, What is Islam? – and within the Urdu 

poetics. For our poet Naz ̤īr there is no exception since wine and drunkenness are so often invoked 

as metaphors for spiritual intoxication in Islamic cultures.6 But for Naz ̤īr, irrespective of how the 

                                                 
6 Ahmed acknowledges the fact that ―the consumption of wine made from grapes is prohibited by all schools of Islamic 
law‖ (Ahmed, 2015, p. 57) but goes on to acknowledge also another fact that the ―positive valorization of wine is, of 
course, universally evident in the history of the poetical discourses of Muslim societies‖ and so was it in practice, as he 
says further of wine, ―it was also the most rarefied social drink of Muslims (Ibid. p. 62).‖ ―The consumption of wine was, 
thus, . . . prohibited in legal discourse, but positively valued in non-legal discourse‖ and, Ahmed argues, that this 
‗outright contradiction‘ ought not to obscure but rather facilitate one‘s understanding of the complexity of ‗Islamic 
cultures‘ (Ibid. p.71).‖ Ghalib in his usual exemplary style conveys this ‗outward contradiction‘ by remarking: 

Yih masāʾil-e taṣavvuf yih tirā bayān ġhālib'  

Tujhe ham valī samajhte jo nah bādah-ḳhvār hotā 
  These enigmas of esotericism, and upon them this explication of yours, O Ghalib 
 We would have taken you for a saint had you not been such a wine-drinker 
 
Suggesting how comfortably this ‗contradiction‘ could and does exist amongst him and apparently many others.  
As a digressionary sidenote, what is also very fascinating though is the astounding recurrence in general of images or 
ideas which are in ‗contradiction‘ or ‗ambivalence‘ themselves in form and content of Urdu poetics particularly in the 

genre of g ̠azal where the lover either mostly finds himself in such dispositions or finds love to be of their nature 
(amongst other things). For instance consider by Ghalib the following shě`r:  

Huʾe haiñ pāñv hī pahle nabard-e-`ishq meñ zaḳhmī 
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pious and the impious may feel about themselves or are viewed by others, they are equal. He does 

not even pretend to pass a judgment, which is suggestive of his own humanist disposition and 

noteworthy too because while the poetic genre of g̠azal is almost incomplete without the motif of 

wine and drunkenness etc., this motif need not necessarily feature into other genres the way it does 

here, which is to signify a contrast and where there is at least prima facie some sense of wrongdoing 

that is suggested. But this suggestive sense of wrongdoing is not how Naz ̤īr views it rather he seems 

to only be accounting for how it may have been viewed in his milieu in general.  

We move to another verse from the same poem: 

Pehnā kisī ne ḵẖūb libās ‘atar kā bharā 

Ya chīthroñ kī gudri koī oṛ kar phirā 

Āḵẖir ko jab ajal ki chali ān kar havā 

Polāy ke jhonparoñ ko koī ćhoṛ kar chalā 

Bāg̠-o-makān, maḥal, koī banva ke mar gayā 

jītā rahā na koī, har ik ā ke mar gayā (Naz̤īr, p. 95, 2006) 
 
  Someone dressed beautifully in an attire redolent of perfume 
  While someone else roamed in a tattered cloth 
  At last when the air of death came and blew 
  Some left their inadequate shelter and passed 
  Gardens and houses, castles, someone got constructed and died 
  No one continued living, everyone came and then died 

The verse above, again, draws contrasts between one who is able to afford luxuries such as 

expensive clothes and perfumes and another who is forced to take a shabby cloth upon his body, 

thus signifying a class difference. Yet when the wind of Death blew, says, Naz ̤īr, the one who barely 

                                                                                                                                                             
Nah bhāgā jāʾe hai mujh se nah ṭhahrā jāʾe hai mujh se 
  The feet before anything have been injured in the battle of love 
   Nor can I run neither do I have the ability to stay 
 
as well as the following by Jigar: 
Mohabbat sulh bhī paikār bhī hai  

Ye shāḳh-e-gul bhī hai talvār bhī hai  
  Love is peace and it is war too 
  It is a branch of flowers yet a sword too 
 
These are a two amongst so many; however, more explication on the vast and compelling idea of ‗contradiction‘ inherent 
in Urdu poetics is an endeavor for another place at another time. 
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survived in a shed and his antipode who had been able to erect gardens and palaces both will, after 

all, die; and this could also imply that it is not just themselves who shall pass away but also their 

abodes regardless of how grand or paltry they might be. Of course, it is more with the loss of 

grandiosity to which the idea of `ibrat appertains as we once again see in Chapter 44 of the Qur‘ān. 

Here the reader‘s attention is brought to the doomed fate of the haughty people of the Pharaoh and 

their gardens of which the Qur‘ān says, ―How many gardens and fountains they left behind! 

Cornfields, and noble palaces, and good things in which they took delight!‖ as they were drowned 

for ridiculing Moses when he went to them with God‘s message.7 It seems pertinent at this point to 

to henceforth consider some verses from one of the most famous masnavīs (narrative poems) ever 

written in Urdu, that is Mirza Shauq Lakhnavi‘s (d. 1871) Zehr-e-`Ishq (Poison of Love) first 

published in 1869 from Lucknow. Some verses that seem noticeably in accord with the preceding 

stanza of Naz̤īr are as follows:  

Ūnche ūnche makān the jinke 

Āj voh tang gor meiñ hain paṛe 
Kal jahān par shagofa-e-gul the 
Āj dekhā toh khār bilkul the 
 
 The ones who had tall houses 
  Are today lying in narrow graves 
  Yesterday where flowers used to blossom 
  Only thorns were visible today 

   Let us now get to another verse by Naz ̤īr: 

‘Āshiq ho gar kisī ne kisī gul kī chah kī 

‘Āshiq ne apne `ishq baṛhāne meiñ jān dī 
Aur jab ajal kī donoñ se ā kar lagan lagī 
Māshūqī kām āyi kisī kī nā ‘āshiqī 
Dilbar bhī apne husn ko chamka ke mar gayā 

Jītā rahā na koī, har ik ā ke mar gayā (Naz̤īr, p. 95, 2006). 
   

                                                 
7 Kam tarakū min jannātin wa `uyūnin wa zurū`in wa maqāmin karīmin wa na`matin kānū fīhā fākihīna Qur‘ān 44:25-26 ad-
Dukhan 
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  One having to be a lover and having a desire for a flower/beloved 
 The lover gives his life in order to aggrandize his love 
 And when death came and became fond of both 
 Neither being loved nor loving was of any use 
 The beloved too after gleaming her beauty died 
 No one continued living, everyone came and then died 

Yet here is another quite noteworthy stanza as Naz̤īr finally gets to the topic of `ishq which is 

perhaps the most significant topic within the Urdu poetic universe from the classical to the 

contemporary time. The word `ishq is also rather difficult to translate faithfully, if not outright 

impossible given its polysemic nature; therefore we shall do with the translation as ‗love‘ for lack of 

a better English term. Be that as it may, Naz ̤īr begins by remarking upon the ubiquitous act of falling 

for or in love with a flower (a metaphor for the beloved) and that when in the state of love how the 

lover is either so keen to, or simply compelled to, die. But when Death becomes infatuated with 

both the desirous lover and the dazzling beloved, however, neither can be saved. Here again, we 

return to a few consonant verses from Shauq‘s masnavī: 

Hai nā shirīn nā kohkan kā patā 
Nā kisi jā hai nal-daman kā patā 
Būe ulfat tamām phailī hai 
Bāqi ab Qais hai nā Laili hai 
   
  No news is there of either Shireen or Kohkan 
  Neither is the location of Nal-Daman anywhere 
  The fragrance of love is dispelled everywhere 
  Remaining though are neither Qais nor Laili 

Which reminds us listeners that even the most legendary of lovers were unable to remain. But before 

we regret their ill-fate, let us consider another stanza of this poem by Naz ̤īr: 

Marne se pehle jo mar gaye āshiqan-e-zār 
Voh zindā abad huve tā-hashar barqarār 
Kyā kātiban-e-ahl-qalam khush navīs kār 
Jitniī kitabeñ dekhte ho lākh ya hazār 
Koī likh ke mar gayā, koī likhva ke mar gayā 

Jītā rahā na koī, har ik ā ke mar gayā (Naz̤īr, p. 95, 2006). 
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  The tormented lovers who died before dying 
  They came to life permanently till the Last Day 
  What authors, people of pen, good writers 
  As many books as you see, hundreds of thousands 
  Someone wrote and died, someone got them written and died 
  No one continued living, everyone came and then died 

It is true that the lover dies many times as Ghalib asks, ―why would have dying been 

dreadful to me were it to happen only once‖8 and Naz̤īr, too, goes on to say that the lovers, even 

when they die, come back to life and remain alive till the Day of Judgment.9 In saying this, the lover 

is like the martyr or shahīd who, according to Islamic belief system, never really dies. What is 

fascinating though is that it is only the lovers who are taken as the exceptional set of people and 

discussion of whom continues in the following stanza which, again, indicates towards the status of 

the lovers as well as of the significance of `ishq. But Naz̤īr soon shifts towards the writers, the poets, 

and the authors who, after having to write hundreds of thousands of books, perish as well even if 

the books do not perish themselves; but we already know that even those too shall perish meaning 

knowledge, which is one of the most desirable human goods, shall wither away as well. It is certainly 

intriguing that the poet here, rather modestly, has spoken of the inevitable fate of himself and his 

wealth of words in this world.10 However, there is nothing to suggest that he might be talking about 

                                                 
8 ―Mujhe kyā burā thā marnā agar ek bār hotā‖ asks Ghalib in one of the shě`rs of one of his most well-known g ̠azals, ‗Yih nah 

thī hamārī qismat kih viṣāl-e yār hotā.‘ 
9 Although, of course, Ghalib takes this thought further into a different direction as he says: 

Rahā gar koʾī tā qiyāmat salāmat 
Phir ik roz marnā hai hazrat salāmat 
  If there is someone who remains alive till the Day of Judgement 
  One day then again one has to die Your Excellency! 
 
Implying both the possibilities that a) there will be a final Death after all or b) the cycle of living and dying shall 
continue. Remarkably, such sentiment regarding the multiplicity of death continues in this day and age across the world 
as Oloomi defines physical death as only, ―the least final but most tangible of all deaths (Oloomi, p. 25, 2018).‖ 
10 It is often the case that the poets are rather humble and cognizant of their frailty due to love in the g ̠azal world but of 
course false modestly pervades in their poetry too. Also, extraordinary masters of verse such as Mir and Ghalib – being 
aware of their stature due to their phenomenal poetic abilities – would also occasionally very casually make their 
chutzpah known to their listeners and/or readers very markedly. For instance consider by Ghalib: 

Hogā koʾī aisā bhī kih ġhālib ko nah jāne 

Shāʿir to woh achchhā hai pah bad-nām bahut hai  
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the Divine books or Scriptures, but rather books that are produced by humanity only. According to 

the Islamic belief system, the Holy Book or Qur‘ān cannot ever wither away.11 Let us now consider 

the last stanza of Naz̤īr‘s poem: 

Pīr-o-murīd, shāh-o-gadā, mīr-o-wazīr 
Sab ān kar ajal ke dām meiñ huve asīr 

Muflis, g̠arīb, ṣāḥib-e-tāj-o-ālam, sarīr 

Koī taras tars ke muā gham meiñ ae Naz ̤īr 

Koī hazāroñ aesh kī ṭhehrā ke mar gayā 

Jītā rahā na koī, har ik ā ke mar gayā (Naz̤īr, p. 95, 2006). 
   
  Sages and followers, kings and beggars, leaders and ministers 
 All came in the bait of Death and became prisoners 
 Helpless, poor, men of authority, knowledge and throne 
 Some wretched one suffered in despair O Nazeer 
 While someone else in the midst of thousands of luxuries died 
 No one continued living, everyone came and then died 

This verse again calls our attention to different class binaries, such as those that exist commonly in 

society and which also probably existed in Naz ̤īr‘s milieu such as saints and their followers, kings 

and beggars, and leaders and ministers; but Death allures all in its spell and ties them in its bondage 

whereas some die after having to be wretched and deprived and some others after having to fulfill 

many of their desires but die they all surely do.12 This stanza concludes the poem and in the fashion 

of g ̠azal we see Naz̤īr‘s poetic name, commonly known as taḵẖalluṣ of the poet, also feature within it.  

It is clear from the stanzas which are discussed thus far that Death is put forth as a metaphor 

that performs a variety of things: to its subjects it comes and confronts, it blows in their direction in 

the form of wind, it gets infatuated with them and it also entices them into its hold. In doing all 

                                                                                                                                                             
  Would there even be anyone who would not know of Ghalib? 
  Poet he may be extraordinary but retains a rather ill-repute 
11 I am grateful to Syed Akbar Hyder for this piece of information. 
12 For an interesting contrast and somewhat similar imagery of life, death, despair and bondage, consider Ghalib‘s shě`r,: 

Qaid-e ḥayāt-o-band-e ġham aṣl meñ donoñ ek haiñ 

Maut se pahle ādmī ġham se nijāt pāʾe kyūñ 
 The chains of existence and the bondage of melancholy are essentially one and the same 
 Why then should a man even try to rid himself of grief before death? 
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these Death, it feels, takes almost a material or a human form in the face of which the actual human 

is utterly powerless. Now we can ask the question as to where do such poetic creations with their 

content and substance take us – that is, we can ask the question that what kind of a poet is Naz ̤īr? 
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Naz̤īr and His Critics 

As Faruqi notes in his what-almost-reads-like-a-legitimate-tirade against those locating poet‘s 

biographical details in their poetry, Naz ̤īr had been declared ―an awāmmi shā`ir (poet of the people)‖ 

due to there being ―apparent abundance of religious and social multivalence, a proclivity for free, or 

at least liberal thought, and a lack of stress on religious ritualism‖ and that Naz ̤īr was putatively in 

possession of such ―properties of character in his everyday ―non-poetic‖ life too (Faruqi, 2001).‖ 

Now certainly, it could seem that there is nothing problematic about being awāmmi in this way; as a 

matter of fact a poet who is far-reaching and popular amongst the masses must be anything but an 

inferior poet. The problem, however, is that Naz̤īr seems to be labeled as such perhaps more than 

any other Urdu shā`ir and of course this label connotes something rather singular i.e. it suggests that 

Naz̤īr was the poet of the hoi polloi and therefore had less to offer in terms of aesthetical and 

philosophical or intellectual substance. Many critics have even discarded him from modern Urdu 

canons the same way he had been discarded by Mustafa Khan Shefta – one of the most important 

critics of early nineteenth century – who, as Khaliq Anjum notes in his essay, thought of Naz ̤īr‘s 

poetry to be of ―vulgar passions, indecency, tasteless, and plebian language. By plebian language, he 

most likely meant immodesty, obscenity, and the everyday socially enjoyable activities of the low 

caste people of the society (Anjum, p. 34, 2010).‖13 This was especially at a time when ―decency, 

earnestness, depth of thought, and adornment were considered symbols of high culture (Ibid.).‖ The 

issue however, and as Faruqi rightfully remarks, was that, ―we ignored Naz̤īr‘s g̠azals because the 

g̠azals could support no such conclusion‖ that would have warranted such a myopic categorization 

of a poet as vibrant as Naz ̤īr (Faruqi, 2001). 

                                                 
13 ―Naz ̤īr Akbarābādī kī shā`irī sūqīyānā jazbāt, ibtiẕāl, bāzārī rang aur awāmmi zabān kī shā`irī thī. Bāzārī rang se g ̠ālibaṉ un kī 

murād `uryānī, faḥḥāshī aur samāj ke  nićale tabqe ke logoñ kī zindagī ke ām samājī tafrīḥī mashg ̠ūlīyāt se thī (Anjum, p. 34, 2010).‖ 
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A formidable scholar such as Aditya Behl in his otherwise brilliant essay on Naz ̤īr, Poet of the 

Bazaars: Naz̤īr Akbarābādī 1735-1835, takes the same premise as his point of departure. While Behl 

acknowledged Naz̤īr‘s unfair dismissal by critics such as Shefta and Āzad etc. on the same grounds 

mentioned above, he does not provide a rejoinder and attempts to expound only upon the related 

maẓāmīn in Naz̤īr‘s oeuvre – those of sensuality and pleasure that come from both material and body 

– and those too which would ostensibly have been taken as ‗bāzārī‘ (which means ‗that which is of 

the market‘ and Behl seems to be endorsing this term himself) and ‗awāmmi.‘ This is obviously not to 

pretend to imply something as innocuous as the claim that ideas of sensuality and pleasure are (or 

ought to be taken as being) even remotely simplistic in general or in Naz ̤īr‘s work in particular. 

However, what would happen with these maẓāmīn and the manner in which Behl draws upon them 

extending them towards quite carnal inclinations (which may be perfectly pertinent, nonetheless) is 

that staunch rejectionists such as Sheftas and Āzads of today would only have more fodder for their 

wanton exclusion of Naz̤īr from ‗Urdu literary canon‘. The issue is not just, as Behl recognizes, of 

‗bowdlerization‘ of Naz̤īr‘s poems on such topoi; it is also that of bowdlerization with the assumptive 

reasoning that Naz̤īr is merely an awāmmi bāzārī shā`ir. It is more convenient to censor an object of 

art when one from the outset is working with the assumption that the artist who is producing that 

art is vulgar; and therefore what is required is not just the act of doing away with insensible 

censorship but also a reconsideration of how Naz ̤īr and other poets like him had been and continue 

to be regarded by Urdu critics.14 But, be that as it may, Behl‘s essay, while identifying the issues with 

                                                 
14 Surely, poets such as Mir who occupy the top echelon of Urdu literature are not even spared that what is deemed as 
the ‗appropriateness‘ of some self-righteous editors and critics for instance in a verse by him that goes: 
Mĩr kyā sāde haiñ bīmār huve jiske sabab 

Usī atār ke lauṅḍe se dawā lete haiñ 
  What a simpleton is Mir that the cause of his illness 
 Is that very perfumer‘s boy from whom he gets his medicine 
 

The word ‗lauṅḍe‘ which literally refers to a boy but, colloquially speaking, in a more brute fashion as it is charged with 

homosexual innuendo is often replaced by what is deemed a more ‗agreeable‘ term such as laṛkā (that translates to boy 
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Naz̤īr‘s unjust treatment in Urdu literary tradition, does almost nothing to address such 

classifications even as he remarks at an instance that how Naz ̤īr considers having an attitude of 

―philosophical detachment‖ as the only one that is appropriate towards the world (Behl, p. 196, 

2005). What Behl does address though is another reductive presumption by some apologist critics 

that Naz̤īr‘s poetry is essentially a reflection of his time and milieu, an imagistic and ―a variegated 

panorama of life (Ibid. p. 193).‖ He favorably argues that Naz̤īr should not be reduced to a ―realist‖ 

poet as he did not ―conform to any conventions of realism. Instead, his poetry is an intense 

engagement with realia, a reaching out for the sensations and feelings that attend particular 

experiences (Ibid).‖ The present essay, however, modestly (and in some capacity) attempts to address 

the false claim regarding Naz ̤īr‘s poetry being deserving of the title of being only ‗awāmmi‘ and 

‗bāzārī‘ in the way that these terms are usually taken – which is of ridicule and denunciation by Urdu 

critics – and therefore not having much thought-provoking and perceptive substance. But first we 

return to the question: what kind of a poet is Naz ̤īr Akbarābādī?  

  

                                                                                                                                                             
too but with no such implication). Of course, there would be editors who would attempt to censor and hence not 
include entire such verses in their compilations of Mir‘s poetry altogether however no one could even imagine calling 
Mir anything else other than the greatest Urdu poet or reducing him merely to the status of a poet of certain topoi. 
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Poet-as-the-Prophet 

In a Festschrift published in 1994 in honor of the great scholar Annemarie Schimmel, Hossein 

Ziai tells us about what a poet is in his brilliant essay on Hafez. He states that, ―the poet serves as 

the link between the ―unseen‖ realm—the cosmic, the divine, and the human. He is the ―tongue of 

the unseen,‖ a veritable prophet-like ―messenger‖ figure whose words of wisdom affect everyone 

from king to pauper (Ziai, 1994, p. 469).‖ Ziai acknowledges the fact that such a trend has obviously 

existed in other times and spaces too as he conveys, ―Poets in many civilizations have been 

considered to be divinely inspired ―prophets‖ whose poetry informs man through the metalanguage 

of metaphor and myth (Ibid. p. 451).‖ 

Keeping that in mind, let us also consider at this juncture Heidegger who in his notable essay 

on ‘the essence of poetry’ claims that such an essence which is inherently universal is detectable in the 

poetry of the great romantic German poet Hölderlin. Heidegger, as he builds upon the following 

verses of Hölderlin from two of his poems (amongst others), Andenken (Remembrance) and Stimme 

des Volks (Voice of the People) respectively, 

‗But what remains is founded by the poets‘ (from ―Remembrance‖) (Heidegger, p. 58, 2000). 

As well as, 

‗... and sayings 
Are indeed good, for they are a memory  
To the highest, yet there is also a need of  
One to interpret the holy sayings.‘ (from ―Voice of the People‖) (Ibid. p. 64). 

argues that what remains, after all, or what will always be present and not pass, is founded or 

‗named‘ by the poets. ―The poet names the gods and names all things with respect to what they are . 
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. . Poetry is the founding of being in the word (Ibid., p. 59).‖15And that this interpreter of divine 

signs, the name-giver and the subsequent offerer to the people is the poet. ―The poet himself stands 

between the former—the gods—and the latter—the people. He is the one who has been cast out—

out into that between, between gods and men (Ibid. p. 64).‖ All this, according to Heidegger, 

constitutes the essence of poetry in a way that it bridges the Divine and the human. Here is, more or 

less, another iteration of the same idea; poet as the ‗veritable prophet-like messenger‘ figure. 

It could be argued that Naz̤īr is far from being such a specimen that could fall into this 

aforementioned ‗league of extraordinary gentlemen‘.16 Indeed, it has been argued that he was not 

even a good poet as Shamin Hanafi, one of the most preeminent of contemporary Urdu critics, 

notes in his essay on Naz ̤īr, ―Even amongst those ‗thoughtful liberal-minded‘ contemporary critics, 

there are a few who do not even consider Naz ̤īr a good poet, let alone a great one.‖17 But such 

critics, as Hanafi says of them, ―still do not wish to go beyond a certain boundary of thought, 

experience, and observation and continue to seek to find the justification of every occurrence in 

their collective tradition . . . so peculiar and disturbing is this matter.‖18 In nuce, then, Hanafi wants us 

to not worry about such critics. 

But then again, even Behl in his article while acknowledging the element of ―tanbīh-ul-ghāfīlīn, 

the ‗Warning to the Negligent‘‖, in one of Naz ̤īr‘s most celebrated poems – and one which we saw 

being referred to earlier as well – Banjārā-nāmā, as well as praising Naz ̤īr for his ability to ―evoke the 

                                                 
15 This act of naming by the poet is, not at all surprisingly, analogous to the naming that is mentioned in the anecdote in 
Chapter 2 of Genesis of Tanakh as well as in Chapter 2 of the Qur‘ān where the first man (and by some accounts the 
first Prophet) Adam names the God‘s creation. 
16 Indeed it a very unfortunate that the idea of the ‗poetess-as-a-prophetess‘ is hardly ever even mentioned, perhaps even 
less imagined.  
17 ―Fikrī ravādārī kā wazīfā paṛhne wāle jadīd naqādoñ meiñ bhī kuch log Naz ̤īr ko baṛā shā`ir toh dūr rahā, aććhā shā`ir bhī nahiñ 
samajhte‖ (Hanafi, p. 9-10, 2010). 
18 ―Kuch log ab bhī tafakkur, tajurbe aur mushāhide kī ek ḥad se āge jānā nahīñ chāhte aur har wādat ka javāz apnī markazī riwāyat 
meiñ dhūndhte haiñ . . . kitnī ajīb aur pareshān karne wali bāt hai (Ibid. p. 10, 2010).‖ 
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diverse world of eighteenth-century north India,‖ with poetic maẓāmīn so multifarious that included 

the ideas about the ―transience of worldly life‖, along with those that served as the ―basis for human 

sympathy‖, still leaves his readers with the impression that Naz ̤īr can – and perhaps should – only be 

reduced to the rank of a bāzārī shā`ir (Behl, p. 219, 2005). To be fair to Behl however, it is, again, 

really not much of a problem with labeling a poet such as Naz ̤īr who only properly belonged to the 

marketplace for did not the great Socrates also do something similar to Naz ̤īr? As Nails says in her 

entry on Socrates, he ―was usually to be found in the marketplace and other public areas, conversing 

with a variety of different people—young and old, male and female, slave and free, rich and poor—

that is, with virtually anyone he could persuade to join with him in his question-and-answer mode of 

probing serious matters (Nails, 2018).‖ And is that not something that may be quite akin to 

mannerisms we imagine Naz ̤īr would have also been involved with: roaming in the bāzārs (markets), 

engaging with the common people of all backgrounds, and composing poetry that was somehow 

relatable and understandable by them all on topics that ranged from joyous festivals (such as Holi 

and Eid) to ‗serious matters‘ like the axiom of the ―transience of worldly life (Behl, p. 219, 2005).‖19 

Such bāzārī-pan of Naz̤īr quite clearly hints at the penetrative gaze he would have held and 

maintained as he must have frequented such festivities and outdoor venues and perhaps that is what 

Hanafi sahib too has in mind as he, while drawing a comparison with other poets of his time, says of 

Naz̤īr, ―for this reason, the echoes of visual, reflective, ethical, and ideological equality in the depths 

of his poetry are higher compared to others such as Mir, Sauda, and Dard.‖20 And so, there is indeed 

nothing wrong with being branded bāzārī or of the marketplace for even the unnamed Apostle (yet 

                                                 
19 We know, and as Nails also reminds us, that just like Naz ̤īr‘s Akbarābād (present day Agra), Socrates‘ Athens too, 
after all, was a place of ―numerous festivals‖ and agoras which drew large crowds and these were the places where so 
many of Socratic conversations also took place (Nails, 2018). And if I daresay, another parallel between our philosopher 
and poet could be that both are made to hold their tongues due to what they say being perceived as potentially 
corrupting or inappropriate for their listeners: the former quite literally as he is made to drink hemlock while the latter by 
the censorship of subsequent self-righteous and reductive editors and critics of Urdu literature. 
20 “Isī lī’e is shā`irī kī tah meiñ bisrī, fikrī, āḵẖlāqī, aur naz ̤aryātī masāwāt kī gūnj Mĩr, Sãudā, Dãrd: sab ke muqābale meiñ tez hai 
(Hanafi, p. 14, 2010).‖ 
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understandably Muhammad) who is mentioned in Chapter 25 of the Qur‘ān is the one of whom the 

unbelievers ask, ―How is it that this apostle eats food and walks about the market-squares? Why has 

no angel been sent down to him to give warning with him (and another translation of the second 

part of the verse is, ‗Why was there not sent down to him an angel so he would be with him a 

warner?)‖21 And so therefore, again, the complication is not, insofar as Behl‘s account goes, in 

labeling Naz̤īr merely bāzārī or ‗the poet of the bazaars‘; rather it stems when that is the only title he 

comes to have in the larger ‗Urdu poetics canon‘ and also when he comes to be treated – even in 

present day accounts – with puerility, ridicule, and contempt. It is this naive treatment that needs to 

be challenged. But if not much has already been said to serve as a testimony for Naz ̤īr‘s case, let us 

look at the topos of asceticism in some verses from Naz ̤īr to establish dialogue with the 

aforementioned concepts of Poet-As-The Prophet and of`ibrat. 

  

                                                 
21 Wa Qālū Māli Hādhā Ar-Rasūli Ya'kulu Aţ-Ţa`āma Wa Yamshī Fī Al-'Aswāqi Lawlā 'Unzila 'Ilayhi Malakun Fayakūna 
Ma`ahu Nadhīrāan Qur‘ān 25:7. Fascinatingly, the Arabic word for a ‗warner‘ could be transliterated as Nadhīrāan or 
Natheera however it is read with the sound that has a Z in it. The word indeed is and is read as ‗Nazira‘ and that is what 
the Prophets in the Qur‘ān are either referred to as or refer themselves as for instance in Chapter 67 the apostle when 
asked about the time of the fulfillment of God‘s promise, by the command of God, says, ―God alone has knowledge of 

that. I am only to give a veritable warning (or I am only a clear warner) Qur‘ān 67:26. It is remarkable that Naz ̤īr‘s taḵẖalluṣ 
or poetic name is precisely that. 
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Naz̤īr’s ‘Asceticism’ 

The ideas of `ibrat and asceticism seem to go hand due to their sobering affects in the form 

of detachment from the worldly, renunciation of the material and humility in one‘s affairs etc. and in 

a poem titled Ilāhī-nāmā (Chronicle for God), Naz ̤īr is again not too far from invoking both these 

ideas; in fact this whole poem could be read with these concepts in mind as he calls our attention to 

the ‗reality of existence‘ of even the most rich and the powerful: 

Jo shāh kahãte hain koī unse ye pūćho 
Dāraā-o-Sikandar voh gaye āh kidhar ko 

Magrūr nā ho shaukat-o-  ḥashmat pe vazīro 
Is daulat-o-Iqbal pe mat phūlo amīro 
Ne mulk nā daulat nā sar anjām rahegā 

Āḵẖir vohi Allah kā ik nām rahegā (Naz̤īr, p. 28, 2006). 
   
  Somebody question those who are crowned kings! 
  Ah! Where even did Darius and Alexander go? 
  Do not be proud of your splendor and opulence, o nobles 
  Do not exult in this wealth and luck, o affluent ones 
  Not sovereignty, not wealth, not even accomplishments/lands would remain 
  At long last, only that one name of God shall remain! 

Here Naz̤īr begins with offering to ask those who consider themselves kings about the fate of the 

two of the mightiest, most legendary kings in world‘s history: Darius and Alexander and as to where 

they could have disappeared? The verse already has attained its humbling effect before he goes on to 

warn the nobles and the affluent ones about not being blinded by the mirages of magnificence, 

wealth, and good fortune for all these are simply finite as are states and lands etc. He concludes with 

the axiom: at last and when the dust settles, only God‘s name shall remain. The axiom is also the 

constant line throughout the poem that in musaddas form. 

Asceticism in Naz̤īr‘s poetry, however, takes a charm that is so unique that it is almost 

irrealizable elsewhere for while verses of his certainly serve as a sobering guide of the ‗inevitable end‘ 
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and such related constituents, he also manages to depict a range of rather material ―sensations and 

feelings that attend particular experiences (Behl, p. 195, 2005).‖ What that means is in poems where 

he accounts for the finitude of his own and his beloved‘s being and life in general, those will also 

often be, for most part, erotic and sensual, that is we will be able to see senses of `ibrat and 

asceticism in the midst of desires of foul play and lovemaking. But Naz ̤īr‘s aim is not to dispirit his 

beloved in the midst of such heightened passions; instead it is to further intensify those passionate 

desires in his beloved by remarking upon the momentariness of the time they are able to have 

together as he expresses to his beloved in the poem Tanbīh-ul-ghāfīlīn (‗Warning to the Negligent‘ as 

per Behl‘s translation also noted above): 

Ućhal lo kūd lo hai jab talak ye zor nalīyoñ meiñ 
Ganīmat hai vohī dum, ab jo guzre rang ralīyoñ meiñ 
Humeñ lo sāth aur saireñ karo phūloñ kī kalīyoñ meiñ 

Phire gī phir to āḵẖir tan kī uṛtī ḵẖāk galīyoñ meiñ 
Nā ye chūhleñ, nā ye dhūmeiñ, nā ye charche baham hoñge 

Mīyāñ ek din āwe gā, nā tum hoge nā hum hoñge (Naz ̤īr, p. 126, 2006). 
   
  Jounce in ecstasy till there is strength in your tibias 
  Those breaths are a blessing which get to be spent in revelries 
  Take me along and let us stroll within the buds of flowers 
  For soon the bodies‘ dust will be drifting in the streets 
  No gaiety, nor this bustle, neither will there be such grapevine together 
  Sir a day will come when you won‘t be neither will I! 

The poise with which Naz̤īr navigates from the most carnal to the most dismal without leaving one 

with a mouthful of either is certainly striking in the verse. The imagery of body being able to fulfill 

its desires and needs before it succumbs to its fate and becomes so inconsequential that it just goes 

wherever wind would take it is also very engaging. Of course, it is not at all new; this idea of the 

lover‘s body turning into dust, but what Naz ̤īr does slightly differently is that he reminds his beloved 

too of their own similar inevitable fate thus making room for the possibility of more elevated 
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passions.22And so the verse‘s effectiveness lies in the fact that it enables its reader to have both hot 

and cold sweats at the same time and I propose that it is perhaps one way Naz ̤īr‘s overall oeuvre 

ought to be reckoned with. This simultaneity of conflicting sensations has elements that range 

dialectically, in contradictions or across a spectrum from crudity to thoughtful reflection, from 

risqué to picturesque, and from plebian to prophetic. This is also to say that Naz ̤īr‘s ‗asceticism‘ or 

ascetic subjectivity is unique for it is not one that confines him to a secluded cave rather it propels 

him to go out in the bazaars and devour all that is around him visually and sensually. Such devouring 

of the world around him then allows him to taste the geist of all that he sees and feels and it is right 

after this point where renunciation of everything earthly becomes for him a viable course. Naz ̤īr, as 

his poetry illustrates, comes to asceticism not around but through the world and its delights while 

respecting the diversity in God‘s creation. And yet, unfortunate as it is, many Urdu critics and 

editors have only ever been able to see all the former attributes, or more likely, only attributed such 

lopsided attributes to Naz ̤īr‘s poetry and made them their justification to either bowdlerize them 

from his poetry or to bowdlerize his poems almost entirely. 

There are many other poems by Naz ̤īr which are laden with themes of `ibrat and asceticism 

either directly or suggestively, some of which are Fanā (Finite), Dunyā (World), Asrār-e-Qudrat 

(Mysteries of Nature), and as has already been mentioned, Banjārā-nāmā (Chronicle of a Nomad). An 

incidence of the word `ibrat itself (and this not to claim that it is the only one in Naz ̤īr‘s poetry), 

                                                 
22 In contrast, our poor lover in the g ̠azal world basically has to endure the turning-into-dust ritual all by himself and that 
too at the hands of his beloved for instance consider the following beautiful shě`r by the brilliant nineteenth century 
Urdu poet Dagh (1831-1905): 

Milāte ho usī ko ḳhaak meñ jo dil se miltā hai  

Mirī jaañ chāhne vaalā baḌī mushkil se miltā hai  
  You turn to dust the only one who resonates with your heart 
  My love, it is not easy to find the one who desires you. 
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however, is found in Naz̤īr‘s poem Jawāhir ḵẖānā dunyā (World as a Diamond Mine), last four shě`rs 

of which are: 

 Jo voh sab jāte rahe dum meiñ habāb āsā magar 
Reh gaye `ibrat zadā voh qasar-e-wīran-o-kharāb 
Thā jahān voh majma’-e-ālī wahāñ ab hai to kyā 
Naqsh-e-sum-gor yā kuhnā koī par-e-aqāb 

Hain agar do ḵẖasht bāham, to lab afsos haiñ 
Aur jo koī tāq hai to sūrat-e-chashm-e-pur āb 

Kẖẉāb kahīye is tamāshey ko Naz ̤īr ab, yā ḵẖayāl 
Kuch kahā jātā nahiñ Wālahū aālum bissawaab 
   
  All those who went on in a breath like a bubble, but 
  Left for admonition their desolated and ruined palaces 
  What is left there now where grand assemblies used to be held? 
  Footprints of animal feet on graves or timeworn feathers of birds 
  Even if two bricks are conjoined, the corners are distressed 
  And that recess in the wall looks like a face on which eyes are full of tears 

  Now call this spectacle a dream or imagination O Naz ̤īr! 
  Say anything I cannot except that only God knows what is correct! 

Here the expression is that of humanity being compared to bubbles, which came and then vanished 

leaving ruins of castles behind. The venues which used to host great assemblies of people are only 

left with footprints and relics or fossils of bygone animals and birds. If some bricks somewhere are 

somehow still coupled the corners of their walls are wrecked and holes in such walls look like a face 

that has weeping eyes. Towards the end, the poet ponders upon the reality of such a vision but not 

being able to get too far he surrenders himself to not being able to say anything except uttering the 

oft-quoted tenet in Islam which says that it is God who knows the truth. If there is anything that 

could be rightfully said at this occasion, it is simply that Naz ̤īr‘s ascetic and meditative side as a poet 

should be conspicuous from some of his poetry which we have considered. At this point, I feel it 

ought to be somewhat pertinent to mention that Naz ̤īr had also changed his ancestral faith and had 
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converted to Shia’ism (like Ghalib) as is noted by Kazim Ali Khan in his essay (Khan, p. 313, 2010).23 

And while this does not necessarily imply that his faith had anything, if at all, to do with the type of 

ascetic thought that is reflected in some of Naz ̤īr‘s poetry we have seen thus far, this consideration 

should also not be dismissed entirely because of there generally being substantial emphasis on 

esotericism, asceticism and abstinence et al in Shia faith, not to mention Imam Ali being the first 

saint of Islam and through whom most Sufi or esoteric orders (or silsilas) are traced. On Imam Ali 

himself, Naz ̤īr says in a place: 

Jām Kaus̤ar kā piyā chāhe to apne dil meiñ rakh 

Sāqi-e-Kaus̤ar Alī-e-Murtazā kī dostī (Naz ̤īr, p. 229, 2006). 
   
  If you have a desire to drink the wine of the Heaven then in your heart 
  Keep friendship of the cup-bearer of the Heaven, Ali Murtaza 

And we have already touched upon the vital role of wine as a metaphor in discourses of spirituality 

in Islam as well as in Persian and Urdu poetics traditions. 

Be that as it may, it is not just in his naz ̤ms through which such sense of Naz ̤īr‘s submission, 

humility, and esotericism is manifest. As Behl has mentioned in his essay, Naz ̤īr also expanded 

poems or what he called the practice of taẓmīn in which he responded to the great masters ―such as 

Hafiz and Sa‘di‖ into his ―own verse‖, thus ―preserving and presenting a response‖ to them (Behl, p. 

198-199, 2005). And it is precisely one such distinguished poem or g ̠azal, Kẖabar-e-taḥaiyur-e-`ishq sun 

(Upon hearing the revelation of the wonder of love) by the eminent Urdu poet Siraj Aurangabadi 

some verses of which we now turn to. The underlined in the following verses are by Siraj: 

Hūwīñ kyā hī dil ko farāg̠atein gayī jab se qaid libās kī 
Nā hawāye atlas-o-gul badan nā talāsh-e-bādla-o-zarī 
Koī pehno yā ke nā pehno ab garz isko jāne balā mirī 

                                                 
23 ―Ghalib aur Naz ̤īr apne dīnī aqāid ke e ̌`tibār se bhī ek jaise the. Donoñ shā`iron ne apne ābayī aqāid ćhoṛ kar Shi’i maslak iḵẖtiyār 
karliyā thā (Khan, p. 313, 2010).‖ 
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Shah-e-be-ḳhudī ne atā kiyā mujhe ab libās-e-barahnagī  
Na ḳhirad kī baḳhiya-garī rahī na junūñ kī parda-darī rahī (Naz ̤īr, p. 207, 2006) 
  
    What respites befell the heart when the bondage of dress evanesced 
  Nor the whiff of satin or delicate body, neither the quest for gold laden threads 
  Being clothed or unclothed henceforth I couldn‘t care less 
  Now that the king of ecstasy has bestowed upon me the dress of nudity 
  Nor does the stitchery of intellect remain neither does the curtaining of the passion reside 

Having to identify libās (dress) as the central concept here, Naz̤īr derives his own onomatopoeic 

imagery in a judicious manner which is not at all superfluous but in fact is very much in respect of 

and in line with Siraj‘s couplet. Since the confinement of the dress has left him, says Naz ̤īr, his heart 

has been in respite since he does not have to fret about the scent of threads, satin, or even the body 

which wears them. And he places his verses there where Siraj had already established the act of 

receiving of the ‗dress of nudity‘ due to which intellect or rationality ceases to restrain passion and 

love behind curtains. This is ultimate in terms of both renunciation and freedom as well as in 

accordance with Sufi practice of only wearing unstitched clothes much like the newborn and the 

dead are made to do when they possess absolutely nothing.24 

Another extremely fine verse of Siraj is on the burning of a garden to which Naz̤īr 

contributes in the following manner: 

`Ajab ittifāq hai ḵẖud-ba-ḵẖūd mire dil se aesh nikal gayā 

Paṛi āg gham kī voh tan meiñ ā, ke ba-rang-e-shamā pighal gayā 

Udhar āh shǒ`la zanā huwī, idhar ashk ānkhoñ se dhal gayā 

Chali simt-e-ġhaib se ik havā ki chaman surūr kā jal gayā 

Magar ek shāḳh-e-nihāl-e-ġham jise dil kahain so harī rahī (Naz ̤īr, p. 208, 2006). 

   

  It is a remarkable coincidence whereby indulgence itself departed from my heart  

  Along came the fire of despair within my body as such that it melted like a burning candle 

  There the sigh sparked and upsurged, here the tears from eyes dwindled 

  The garden of delight burnt due to the breeze that came from the direction of the hidden 

  But one melancholically freshened bark, call which a heart, remained verdant  

                                                 
24 I thank Syed Akbar Hyder for this piece of information. 
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Here the poet begins with expressing somewhat of awe because of the happenings within him: the 

unconscious escape of the inclination towards luxury, and the ignition of the fire of melancholy that 

soon starts to deliquesce him. His sighs emerge and ascend while tears from his eyes begin to 

descend and all this, according to Naz ̤īr, happens in Siraj‘s words when a gust of wind blows from 

the direction of the unknown and ultimately burns his garden of delight. Thereupon, the only 

remnant of that garden that remains – perhaps even blooms – is the branch which is actually his 

melancholy-struck heart.  While Naz ̤īr does it justice in terms of creating the taẓmīn, this verse 

remains very powerful and perhaps attempts to point in the direction of melancholy that emerges 

due to either a) the direction of beloved or the Divine being unknown and therefore access to Him 

seems difficult or b) because when such ilham (epiphanies) are unveiled in front of people, perhaps 

at least initially, they tend to become contemplative and somber.25 In Stanzas, Agamben discusses 

love and melancholia in relation to the image of the beloved; here these exist seemingly due to the 

lack of such an image. 

It could be argued that the poet who attempts taẓmīn upon another poet‘s poem and hence 

gives birth to another form, has quite a distinct task from the original poet; and so is his intention 

which is perhaps close to that of a translator which, as Benjamin conveys, is ―derivative, ultimate, 

ideational (Benjamin, p. 259, 2004).‖ Similarly, if it is true that translation presupposes (or at least 

works with) some certain interpretation of a poem, it seems that so would a taẓmīn. Perhaps what 

Naz̤īr‘s creative act regarding his re-creation of Siraj‘s poem, then, is akin to what Benveniste 

suggests in saying that that an act such as this, ―denotes not the increase in something which already 

exists but the act of producing from within itself; a creative act (Benveniste, p. 422, 1973). Perhaps it 

could also be what Agamben has in mind when he remarks, ―Every creation is always a cocreation, 

                                                 
25 And we do indeed here a similar reverberation in the aphorism, ―a first indication of glimmering understanding is the 
desire to die,‖ as Kafka articulates it in his Zürau Aphorisms (Kafka, p. 13, 2006). 
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just as every author is always a coauthor (Agamben, p. 76, 2005).‖ But be all that as it may, we see 

how Naz̤īr is able to intervene in Siraj‘s g̠azal in such a way that he is propitiously able to uphold its 

sanctity, both in aesthetic and in substance, while at the same time also making it into his own 

unique poem. So much should this be for those honoring Naz ̤īr with the title of a mere ‗bāzārī shā`ir!‘ 

In any event, since we are at the topic of g̠azal after all, it appears opportune to transition to 

the said genre in Naz̤īr‘s oeuvre especially as we bear in mind the maẓmūn of `ibrat along with 

Faruqi‘s aforementioned observation concerning the tendency within Urdu critics of ignoring 

Naz̤īr‘s g ̠azals and concurrently declaring him an awāmmi shā`ir in light of a select few naz̤ms of his. 

Consider the shě`r: 

Yehī samajh lo humeīñ tum ke ik musāfir haiñ 

Jo chalte chalte kahīñ tham rahe rahe nā rahe (Naz̤īr, p. 229, 2006). 
   
  Think of me merely as a journeyer 
  Who while walking who may or may not be able to stay anywhere 

The reference to being a stroller who is walking with absolute uncertainty about his destination or 

fate, even the uncertainty of being able continue to stroll at all, certainly signals towards the humility 

which our poet possesses and exercises. The shě`r is simple yet insightful, thrilling and provocative all 

at once and very much similar to other verses that we have encountered thus far. 

Tied to humility of the mystic is his esoteric bent as has already been implied and the notion 

of the unity or oneness of being (Waḥdat al-Wujūd ) which is very prevalent in Ibn Arabi‘s 

philosophy (and which also paves its way in the poetry of great masters such as Ḥāfeẓ and Ghalib) is 

also visible in the following verse of Naz ̤īr26: 

                                                 
26 I am indebted to Dr. Saiyad Nizamuddin Ahmad‘s talk, Barq-i Tajalli: Reflections on Waḥdat al-Wujūd in Mirza Ghalib’s 
poetry, at the South Asia Institute of the University of Texas at Austin on 12th of April 2018 for expounding upon these 
ideas for me. 
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Hai konsī voh ćashm jis meiñ nahiñ uskā nūr 

Hai konsā voh dil ke nahiū jis meiñ uskī jā (Naz̤īr, p. 392, 1978). 
   
  Which eye is there which does not hold His light? 
  Where is such a heart that does not possess His direction? 

Here Naz̤īr is simply inquiring as to whether there is such an eye that is devoid of Divine light or a 

heart which does not have a direction of the Divinity. These questions are rhetorical as he is 

essentially invoking the sense of Waḥdat al-Wujūd and affirming that no eye that sees or not and no 

heart that feels or does not feel is exempted from His essence. The maqt̤a (or the last shě`r of this 

g̠azal goes: 

Dekhā jo ḵẖūb g̠aur se to hum ne yāñ Naz ̤īr 

Bāzār-e-Mustafā hai ḵẖarīdār hai Kẖudā (Ibid.) 
   

  Upon looking closely here what do I see O Naz ̤īr 
  It is the bāzār of Mustafa (the Prophet) and the buyer is God himself 

In this verse, Naz ̤īr has just stationed the Prophet of Islam at a zenith where even the God Himself 

is his client. Now we do not know what exactly is it that the Prophet is offering however that is also 

inconsequential; that main contention here is simply to hint towards the merit of Prophet 

Muhammad. What else stands out in this shě`r though is the imagery of the bazaar of course and 

again we could refer back to our discussion of the Poet-as-the-Prophet wherein the poet speaks to 

the masses of such lofty matters but he does it in such a patois that he is both fathomable and 

relatable and without any ornamentation of the language or the pretense of the so-called ‗courtly 

verbiage‘ that is prevalent in other g̠azal writers of his as well as of subsequent time.  

Yet two shě`r s by a g̠azal of Naz ̤īr that frame more of those ideas that we have been 

considering thus far are: 

Zindagānī-o-marg bhī kyā hai 

Ek maćal-e-ḵẖayāl -o-dīgar ḵẖẉāb 
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  What, after all, are life and death? 
  One analogous to thought and the other, a dream  

And the maqt̤a of this g ̠azal: 

Sab kitāboñ ke khul gaye ma’nī 

Jab se dekhī Naz̤īr dil kī kitāb 
   
  The spirit of all books became unveiled 

  Since I encountered the book of the heart, O Naz ̤īr! 

The first shě`r imparts a sense of profound disavowal of both life and death as these get reduced to, 

quite rightfully or so it may seem, mere thoughts and dreams. But this happens not in the Cartesian 

sense of instigating doubt instead it is in the sense of signifying that the Truth is in the g ̠aib (hidden), 

i.e. it is in the realm of unknown, which means it most certainly must be beyond these. The second 

shě`r simply conveys the idea that all books and all knowledge that is contained therein is revealed 

when one turns his or her gaze inward towards the Book of one‘s own heart and attempts to 

understand his or her own being.27 

These g ̠azal verses are without a doubt demonstrative of the thoughtful and devotional, 

ascetic and admonitory elements that exist in Naz ̤īr‘s poetry as well as, it seems, in his personality. 

What is more is that these are just a handful from the massive volume of g̠azal which is not, as we 

saw Faruqi pointing out, considered and it is in the face of this exclusion of his g ̠azals that the 

illfounded designation of awāmmi bāzārī shā`ir with its negative connotation is often ascribed to him. 

                                                 
27 Obviously there is no way to determine with certitude as to what dil kī kitāb might be however it is possible that the 

Book Naz ̤īr has in mind could indeed the Holy Book for, as is written in Chapter 2 of the Qur‘ān, the Book is brought 
down upon Muhammad‘s heart by the angel Gabriel. The whole verse is: ―Say, "Whoever is an enemy to Gabriel - it is 
[none but] he who has brought the Qur‘ān down upon your heart, [O Muhammad], by permission of Allah, confirming 
that which was before it and as guidance and good tidings for the believers (Qur‘ān 2:97).‖ And we can also compare 
this with a verse by the great Sufi saint and poet Baba Bulleh Shah in which he says: 

Paṛh paṛh ilm hazār kitābañ 
Kadī apne āp nū parhyā nahiñ 
  You gain knowledge from thousands of books 
  Yet you never attempt to read your own being 
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However, it is hoped that these few shě`r s along with other poems by Naz ̤īr are helpful in allowing 

for a revision of such reductionisms.   

In the g ̠azal world though, it is not just ideas that matter but also the aesthetics (and some 

would argue that perhaps aesthetics do even more). In any event, no Urdu poet is trying to re-invent 

the wheel; they merely try to run with it in their unique ways which is to say Urdu poets are not 

necessarily concerned with trying to formulate new ideas or maẓāmīn. Instead, it is the manner in 

which the same ideas are conveyed that is important for the aesthetic quality of a shě`r. By manner 

here we mean the selection and style of the words that are used (and perhaps this even includes 

parsimony) but essentially the ability of a shě`r to strike chords with the hearts of the listeners (or 

generate instant appreciation for itself in the forms of wāh-wāhs) as soon as it is uttered. Meanwhile, 

for a shě`r which conveys a sentiment or an idea that has already been uttered – and quite often these 

ideas already have been conveyed – it is easy (or perhaps it was easy for the Urdu poets of the time 

when the g̠azal genre was at its peak i.e. eighteenth and nineteenth century), to refer to such shě`rs by 

the previous poets and determine if the newer shě`r holds any ground in front of them. I propose 

that Naz̤īr was not just an exceptional poet with regards to the maẓāmīn he made use of but was also 

noteworthy in terms of the aesthetic sense with which he composed. For instance, consider the shě`r: 

Bāteiñ humāre dil kī kehdīñ Naz ̤īr us ne 

Hai sach to yuñ ke dil ko hotī hai rāh dil se (Naz̤īr, p. 229, 2006). 
   

  He (or she) said the things I had in my heart O Naz ̤īr 
  The truth is such that the heart has a path towards the (Other‘s/Beloved‘s) heart  

This shě`r is indeed remarkable for the simplicity of its words which would resonate with almost 

every Urdu or Hindi speaker not just of Naz ̤īr‘s time but even of today due to dil ko dil se rāh honā or 

heart having a way to another‘s heart being such a familiar and accessible saying in South Asian 

milieu, for the elegance of its thought and, it could be argued, for the foresight of the Heideggerean 
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idea of ‗Being-with-others‘ as well as of the unity or oneness of being i.e Waḥdat al-Wujūd. Now let 

us consider a shě`r that is similar in its essence by one of the most prominent masters (if not the most 

prominent), Mirza Ghalib: 

Dekhnā taqrīr kī lazzat kih jo us ne kahā  
Maiñ ne ye jānā kih goyā ye bhī mere dil meiñ hai28 
   
  Observing the flavor of her/his oratory as she/he said 
  I discovered that as if this too is in my heart 

This absolutely beautiful shě`r really echoes, more or less, the same idea that we encountered above 

in Naz̤īr‘s verse that being of there existing a kinship between hearts of multiple individuals as such 

that the other is able to say articulate the things that already exist in one‘s heart. In both verses, the 

poets express the delight of coming to realize this truth when they get to hear the other one (or the 

beloved) speak thus affirming the intimacy that exists on an innate level. Now while Naz̤īr‘s shě`r 

retains its impeccable simplicity, Ghalib‘s shě`r purports a charming eloquence however both shě`rs, 

as has already been said, speak heartily of the matters of heart(s). Moreover, both lend themselves 

rather conveniently to the mnemonic facilities of their listeners and are therefore quite exemplary; 

the comparison is fair in terms of the content but not the forms of these shě`rs as both of them stand 

out in their own unique ways. 

And therefore, while Naz̤īr undoubtedly, as Behl says, ―offers us literary way into the bazaar, 

to the types of people who frequented the world, their life, its outlines and hierarchies, rhythms and 

celebrations, its experiences, sensations, material culture‖, it is certainly not the only thing that he 

offers as that is just a side of his disposition (Behl, p. 220, 2005). What he also offers, and quite 

marvelously, is a ‗literary way‘ towards eschatology or the sense of `ibrat, asceticism, to the real spirit 

of life (and death), to the inner life in general as well as towards his own experiences, sensations and 

                                                 
28 Pritchett, Francis. ―GHAZAL 157, VERSE 2.‖ A Desertful of Roses. 
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00ghalib/157/157_02.html Accessed: 28th April 2018 

http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00ghalib/157/157_02.html
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the immaterial self. For us offerings such as these could be had only from an ascetic as singular as 

Naz̤īr Akbarābādī. 
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